The Spatial organization and time dependence of Jupiter's temperatures near 250-millibar pressure were measured through a jovian year by imaging thermal emission at 18 micrometers. The temperature field is influenced by seasonal radiative forcing, and its banded organization is closely correlated with the visible cloud field. Evidence was found for a quasi-periodic oscillation of temperatures in the Equatorial Zone, a correlation between tropospheric and stratospheric waves in the North Equatorial Belt, and slowly moving thermal features in the North and South Equatorial Belts. There appears to be no common relation between temporal changes of temperature and changes in the visual albedo of the various axisymmetric bands. The signal-to-noise ratio for most of the images is closer to 100 (0.15 K in brightness temperature).
We did not use images with signal-to-noise ratios less than 70. In order to interpret the observed radi- sonal maxima andminima appear within2 years after thesolstice, which isroughly consistent withtheradiative time constant of-6 × 107 s(8)which implies alagbetween the insolation and thethermal response of-1.5 year. Theamplitude ofthisseasonal signal is roughly consistent withseasonal models (9), butit issurprising thattheseasonal amplitudes in thesouthern hemisphere arehigher thantheirnorthern counterparts. Summer solstice in thenorthern hemisphere occurs verynearperihelion, suggesting thatthe northem hemisphere should bewarmer. The annual component oftheresponse toseasonal forcing isanimportant signal inthetemporal behavior ofzonal mean temperatures. Nevertheless, it is mixed with several of other variations, which make it difficult even tosee therepeating nature oftheseasonal cycle for some regions.
Amongthe variations not related to seasonal insolation variations isthatofthe EZwhichappears to cool by nearly 3 K between 1978 and1983. Despite thelower spatial resolution oftheground-based data before 1982, webelieve thistocorrespond to a realtemperature decrease, since the Voyager IRIS experiment measured an equatorial temperature decrease of 2 K at 150mbaroccurring duringthe 4-month interval separating theVoyager 1 and2 encounters (7) .After1985, theequatorial temperature undergoes approximately two cycles ofaquasi-periodic oscillation witha variable period ranging from2 to 5 years andanamplitude of -0.4 K. Webelieve thatthisis related to thequasi-periodic oscillation discovered in Jupiter's stratosphere (1),apossible analog oftheEarth's quasibiennial oscillation (10) . A comparisonofthetimevariation oftheequatorial temperature atthe250-mbar and20-mbar levels is shown in Fig.5A (upper panel) . The20-mbar temperatures correspond toa coarse average over adepth ofapproximatelytwoscale heights between 50and1mbar (1).Theoscillations at thetwolevels remain roughly 180°outofphase even when theperiodof oscillation grewnoticeably shorter after 1990. Stratospheric and tropospheric temperature oscillations werederived fromatwo-dimensional (latitude and Table 1 ). Fig. 3 ). Southern solstice at 1982.76 and northern solstice at I988.69 are marked with dotted, lines.
Dates of the observations are given in Table 1 . Observations with open symbols denote averages over a single map, that is, over only a -70°range of longitude. Vertical bars denote the standard deviation of the temperature mean, arising from both the observational noise and the zonal variability of temperature. For example, the standard deviations in the EZ are much lower than those for the NEB or SEB. 21-23) .
SCIENCE
The 1987-1990 warming ( Fig. 4 ) may be associated with this brightening (13, 20, 22, 23) . The visually dark NEB also broadened to the north in early 1988, and then receded during 1989, leaving an array of dark barges and bright ovals (14, 24, 25 pagating kelvin Wave and an idealized, westward pro-= pagating "anti-kelvin" wave _ 0 (10). Both modes corre-._ sponded to wave number 1 _. and had phase speeds of J--+120 m sec -1. particles below or darker nucleation sites. Thecoincidence ofthevisible brightening oftheNTBanditswarming ormerger with theNEB isnotsoeasily understood. However, some axisymmetric regions whose visibleclouds werequitevariable exhibited littlecorrelated temperature variability. For example, there were nothermal variations of theSTrZbefore 1991 during thedevelopment of several discrete columns and streaks (13, 26, 27) . Another surprise was that the SEB, which has undergone several dramatic albedo changes at all longitudes between 1989 and 1993 (14, 15, 25) , showed no contemporaneous change of its temperature structure which is easily separable from the seasonal signature.
Longitudinal
structure.
Maps of the 250mbar temperature field which are the most complete in longitudinal coverage are shown in Fig. 6 . The most prominent feature in these maps is the Great Red Spot (GRS), which appears as a very cold oval near 18°S in each of the maps, subtending -10°in latitude and 18°in longitude, commensurate with its visible appearance.
The 250-mbar temperature of the GRS is 115.3 _+ 0.4 K, making it the coldest region on the planet between 60°S and 60°N latitude. It is about 1.3 ---0.5 K colder than the relatively cold Fig. 6 . Cylindrical projections of temperature profiles derived from selected groups of raster-scan images of Jupiter taken over several sequential days between 1984 and 1993 (see Table 1 ). The grid scale is 2°in latitude and longitude. Unusually large excursions from the average near the limbs and "seams" between overlapping maps are the result of the inconsistency between the actual temperature profile and the assumed form of the temperature profiles (Fig. 2) . The temperature scale for all the maps is 112.0-121.5 k, except for 1984 August which is 113.0-122.5 K. 
